DIFFERENCES

PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES
Identify your personality differences by placing an X on
each continuum. Represent your spouse with an O.
When you are done, compare your differences.
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SAME PAGE?
Sometimes we have similar
desires: to have children, buy
a home, tithe, vacation
regularly, eat healthy, retire by
a certain age and so on. But
we don't have the same
expectations about said
desires. How many children
will you have? How much will
you give? Will you spend
winters in warmer weather

SNOITATCEPXE

once you retire or stay home?

SERISED

ARE YOU ON THE

SPEND SOME TIME
TOGETHER
List out all the desires you have for
your marriage and spend some time
discussing the expectations you each
have around them.

CHECK THE THREE YOU MOST LIKE TO HEAR.
о I appreciate all the things

о As always, you look good

you’ve done for me all these

today.

years.

о I can always count on you.

о You come first in my life -

о I’m so proud to be married to

before kids, career, friends,

you.

anything.

о I prize every moment we

о You’re the best friend I have.

spend together.

о If I had to do it over again, I’d

о Thank you for loving me.

still marry you.

о Thank you for accepting me.

о I couldn’t get you out of my mind
today.

о Thank you for being my

о I love to see your eyes sparkle

when you smile.

partner.
о You make every day brighter.

SPEAK CLEARLY
SHARE YOUR TOP THREE WITH YOUR SPOUSE.
HIGHLIGHT THE THREE YOUR SPOUSE
SHARES WITH YOU.

LISTEN
LISTEN CAREFULLY
Choose one question below. Ask your spouse that question then
listen carefully. When instructed, switch roles and repeat.
How have we changed as a couple in the last 5 years?

What season of our life together is your favourite? Why?

What do you think the next season of our life together will be like
and how do you feel about that?

IF WE LOVE
EACH OTHER,
GOD LIVES IN
US, AND HIS
LOVE IS
BROUGHT TO
FULL
EXPRESSION
IN US.
1 JOHN 4:12

RESOURCES

David H. Olson, Peter J. Larson &
Amy Olson-Sigg
The Couple Checkup is an online
assessment that will help you
discover your strengths as a couple.
It will also help you identify issues
that are threatening the vitality of
your relationship and may need to
be addressed.

Drs. Les & Leslie Parrott
A primer on basic communication,
this book helps identify your
personal fear factors and
communication styles. Together you
learn how the two of you will best
interact.

Stormie Omartian
This book is full of straightforward,
Biblical guidance and specific prayers
for the difficult issues common to
marriage.

November 1-3, 2019
Tim & Joy Downs
Tim and Joy Downs have written
an easy to read and easy to apply
book on managing conflict.

Scott and Bethany Palmerr
This book will help you get to the root of money arguments and
start really working together. You’ll discover what impacts your
spouse's money decisions and you’ll learn how to talk about
money in a way that works. This is not a book about money
management or how to overcome debt. It is a guide to your
money personality and for your money relationship.

Desmond Tutu & Mpho Tutu
Each of us has a deep need to forgive and to
be forgiven, but it can be hard work - it can
even feel impossible. This book, full of powerful
illustrations, outlines a fourfold path to free us
from the cycle of pain and retribution.

Milan & Kay Yerkovich Our early life experiences,
for better or worse, teach us how to love.
Stumbling over the same irksome “dance steps” in
our relationships, we often have no clue there’s
another way – a better way. Milan and Kay
Yerkovich offer an assessment and tools to learn
how to love each other well.

